EGMT
Get EGMT. Earn STEPN GMT.
EGMT(Earn Green Metaverse Token) is 7 & 10% user Stepn
GMT rewards Token on the Binance Smart Chain BEP-20
Whitepaper Version 1.0
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1. Introduction
EGMT is a revolutionary & only token that lets you earn 7-10% STEPN GMT(BEP-20)
Rewards while you just simply hold it in wallet. Earning while sleeping is one of the
dream activities which everyone wants to perform whether they’re in their house or
outside. Keeping this in mind, we have come up with a unique concept where you can get
strong both physically and ﬁnancially because STEPN GMT Motivate you to for fitness
and EGMT will take care of your financial growth by rewarding you on daily basis.
EGMT strives to urge the users to follow a healthier lifestyle, lessening global warming,
develop ﬁnancial independence, and boost self-conﬁdence. All this with few easy steps and
less hustle.
Users can simply buy and hold EGMT and Add BEP-20 STEPN GMT token in their
wallet and watch their STEPN GMT rewards are growing day by day.

1.1 Vision
We at EGMT wanted to develop something which would be class apart from the
competition which would allow users to get more ﬁt and healthy and get wealthier by
earning STEPN GMT. We checked the competition and saw users are only been given
some rewards or coupons to said products as a reward but we at
EGMT ﬁrmly believe in STEPN GMT and so we decided to develop a token which will give
our Holders a ﬁnancial incentive for just Holding EGMT.
This should give a reason for the holder to earn more and live a financially free life so they
can focus on their fitness which will reduce the carbon foot print on earth too. Unlike other
tokens we believe in purpose of creating financially free community so EGMT is focused
purely on that.
Also, with our further roadmap in which we’re going to Collab with Fitness brands
and gym chains to accept EGMT as payment, it will make people more aware about
their fitness and will make many non-crypto users use cryptocurrency as a standard
to buy Fitness gears, clothes and memberships of fitness clubs.
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1.2. Background
Since the rise of cryptocurrency in 2009 there have been no token built on
cryptocurrency on any blockchain which would purely give rewards to fitness
enthusiasts.
When we do this, we eliminate any possible breach in our holder’s wallet, any misuse of
holder wallet or holder crypto. We wanted to give our users a complete secure and
automatic rewards in form of a token which is pure gold for hold which will just
deposited to holder’s wallet address and nothing else. Our users can get 7 to 10%
rewards on every transaction as per their holding % of EGMT (Min 0.10% to get
rewards). Users must own a minimum of 0.10 % tokens in their wallet to be eligible for
rewards. 15% buy tax 18% sell tax will be applied on every EGMT transaction. This is to
make sure that no price manipulation can be done by any pump and dump groups on our
EGMT token.

1.3 Important Terminology
a) Crypto - A cryptocurrency, crypto-currency, Crypto is a digital currency designed to
work as a medium of exchange through a computer network that is not reliant on any
central authority, such as a government or bank, to uphold or maintain it.
b) Blockchain - Blockchain is a shared, decentralized, distributed immutable ledger
that facilitates the process of recording transactions and tracking assets in a
business network
c) Binance Chain - Binance Chain allows users to develop decentralized
applications on top of the chain. It is a decentralized and transparent blockchain and
also oﬀers low trading fees. That is why we are built on top of Binance Smart Chain.
d) BEP20 - BEP20 is a Binance token standard which allows users to deploy
fungible tokens or cryptocurrencies on BSC. More speciﬁcally, leading crypto assets
on other chains can be transferred to the Binance smart chain in the form of pegged
BEP20 tokens.
e) NFT - A non-fungible token is a non-interchangeable unit of data stored on a
blockchain, a form of digital ledger, that can be sold and traded on the blockchain.
f) Wallet address - A wallet address is a sequence of numbers and letters, with no
spaces nor symbols. Each wallet address is unique and there is no other wallet
address like it. It is the unique identifier for your account on the blockchain.
g) Metamask - MetaMask is a software cryptocurrency wallet used to interact with
the Ethereum blockchain. It allows users to access their Ethereum wallet through a
browser extension or mobile app, which can then be used to interact with
decentralized applications.
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h) Trust Wallet – Trust wallet is a software cryptocurrency wallet used to interact
with the Binance blockchain. It allows users to access their Binance wallet through a
browser extension or mobile app, which can then be used to interact with
decentralized applications.
i) KYC - The know your customer or know your client guidelines in ﬁnancial
services require that professionals make an eﬀort to verify the identity, suitability,
and risks involved with maintaining a business relationship.
j) Block - Groups of data within a blockchain. On cryptocurrency blockchains,
blocks are made up of transaction records as users buy or sell coins. Each block can hold
only a certain amount of information. Once it reaches that limit, a new block is
formed to continue the chain.
k) Cold Wallet - A secure method of storing your cryptocurrency completely
oﬄine. Many cold wallets (also called hardware wallets) are physical devices that
look similar to a USB drive. This kind of wallet can help protect your crypto from
hacking, though it also comes with its own risks – like losing it, along with your
crypto.
l) Exchange - A cryptocurrency exchange is a digital marketplace where you can buy
and sell cryptocurrency.
m) Private Key - The encrypted code that allows direct access to your
cryptocurrency. Like your bank account password, you should never share your
private key.
n) Staking – Staking oﬀers crypto holders a way of putting their digital assets to
work and earning passive income without needing to sell them.
o) Staking pool - A staking pool is a group of coin holders merging their resources to
increase their chances of validating blocks and receiving rewards. They combine their
staking power and share the rewards proportionally to their contributions to the
pool.

1.4 Supply
Step has a max supply of 100 billion EGMT tokens with variable burn of 30%, 10%
token used for team and Core members and 50% EGMT tokens will be used for fair launch
on pancake swap. 10% of the tokens will be released to CEX/DEX listings as per the
roadmap target.

2. What is STEPN GMT (Our Rewarding Token)?
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STEPN is built around an essential daily activity for most people – moving around. We
are the first project to effectively bring to life a functioning move&earn concept,
finishing 4th out of 500+ projects at the Solana Ignition Hackathon 2021.
Users equip themselves with NFTs in the form of Sneakers. By walking, jogging, or
running outdoors, users will earn game currency, which can either be used in-game,
or cashed out for profit.
With Game-Fi, STEPN aims to nudge millions toward a healthier lifestyle, combat
climate change and connect the public to Web 3.0, all while simultaneously hinging
on it’s Social-Fi aspect to build a long-lasting platform fostering user generated Web
3.0 content.
Governance Token: GMT,
Contract Address: (0x3019BF2a2eF8040C242C9a4c5c4BD4C81678b2A1 Binance
smart chain)
On Apple devices can use trust wallet to store your EGMT & GMT safely & same as in Android.
We never take any other data of the users or will ask any other permissions apart from the ones to
track above health data.

We Believe in crypto and the STEPN GMT rewards which is being sent to the users are also with just
their wallet address and nothing else. Unlike ﬁat currency EGMT uses the Binance Smart Chain
network to safely give users funds which they can sell and exchange for other tokens or just cash it
out.
While we respect users’ privacy, we don’t have any Dapps for user to collect their rewards
manually by connecting their wallet in place just to make sure that no malicious user can get more
rewards or use the Dapps/reward in unauthorized way.

3.Staking
Our users will have staking, farming, liquidity pool all 3 option after Fair launch
with 0.10% tokens to 1% tokens limit.
In future, Users can go to https://stepandearn.comto stake EGMT tokens. Users will
be get best in the market APY for staking EGMT for selected locking period. With
our generous interest rate which varies on how many users are there and how much
they own in the pool.
With EGMT staking all holders will have a chance to stake their tokens which means users
can earn passive income from staking their Step tokens which is in addition to the rewards
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they get for holding the EGMT and just enjoying their STEPN GMT rewards and APY
returns.
Users can not withdraw the staked EGMT coins for Certain locking period and there is a
lock in period,
There will be both options for manual and auto compounding to get you the best APY out of
your staking.

4.Tokenomics
Step taxes 15% on every buy and 18% on all sells:
From these taxes:

- 7%(Buy) & 10%(Sell) to STEPN GMT Rewards to holders
- 3% to liquidity pool(buy/sell)
- 5% to marketing wallet
Total Supply: 100Bill.EGMT
Rewards eligibility:
- At least 0.10% EGMT Supply
EGMT Holders get their Rewards as per their share in total supply and volume is the key factor
to rewards, it basically means that more volume, more Rewards & low volume, less rewards.

5.Use Case
This can be used by anyone who has a smartphone ( which almost everyone has now a
days) . It doesn’t require any additional work and people who walk day to day will be
rewarded and it will not only beneﬁt them monetarily but also physical ﬁtness. That’s
our goal at EGMT.
Once the users buy EGMT and get rewards which one can cash out should motivate them to
earn more by holding more EGMT. Anyone can use Metamask/Trust wallet from kids to
adults to old people so that they get rewarded with STEPN GMT.
Unlike other tokens we don’t have a Dapps to connect the wallet and give necessary
permissions and enter the wallet address where you want the rewards, our rewards system
is automatic mechanism which will distribute the rewards automatically when it has
rewards with transaction gas fee in wallet.
Due to covid people are staying indoors they too will get a reason to earn extra income and by
staking it they can get more passive income. All to get them healthy and wealthy when we’ll do
collaborations with fitness brands and Gym chains so they can utilize their EGMT token to buy
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fitness equipment, clothing and to pay their Fitness club membership fees.
EGMT makes ﬁtness cheap and rewarding. Unlike Normal person who buy GYM
membership at the beginning of the year but then slowly stop going to it because they it’s a
heavy membership fees he’s paying from his wallet on monthly and yearly basis. EGMT
gives you rewards daily so that the brain gets its dopamine and you keep Spending more
and more to get yourself fit and try fancy Gym wears and Equipment by Buying it
through Your EGMT token Or by Cash out of GMT rewards.
With rewards as high as 7-10% a day just for Holding can motivate anyone to get out of the
bed and get ﬁt without fearing of club membership fees. That’s the purpose of the EGMT
get you healthier and get you extra income by Holding EGMT. Theoretically if you earn
7%to10% by every buy and sell transactions.

6.Conclusion
We have presented a new idea of rewards cause of which we are having a fastgrowing holder base who loved the idea and are joining day in and day out which is
proving that we the team at EGMT are on the right track. We provide a safe and
seamless token which users can use with ease of mind and every day and get crypto
reward every day. Moving forward we are also going to introduce new things like our
NFT collection, metaverse and more. Our team at EGMT will keep on making new
innovations and ideas so that it will help our holders more and more. So, let’s get
healthier and wealthier together hold the EGMT and Earn the STEPN GMT now.

For more details please visit our website
www.stepandearn.com & You Can follow us
on twitter @EGMT_Metaverse .

You can join our telegram official telegram
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channel by following link:
https://t.me/EGMT_STEPN_REWARD

THANKS FOR READING OUR
WHITEPAPER, OTHER DETAILS YOU CAN
FIND ON OUR OFFICIAL WEBSITE! WE
HOPE TO SEE YOU AS COMMUNITY
MEMBER AND HOLDER OF EGMT! STAY
FIT, STAY HEALTHY AND WEALTHY.
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